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We started as DT Design, which was established as a homeware design
and manufacturing business working with major UK and International
Retail brands.

Boompods was Launched in 2012 with a vision of uniting visually
appealing homeware design with product innovation a love of sport,
the outdoors & adventure.

Boompods now has its headquarters in UK, and operations in Hong
Kong and China.

about us... 

"We choose to go to the Moon"
- John F. Kennedy.



what makes us different…

Simplicity by design, what seem like obvious design solution to us at
Boompods allows for intuitive solutions allowing our users to simply switch
on and go!

Durability, designed by sports people for sports people, well thought
design, through extensive use in tough environments, allowing all users to
benefit longevity and user experience.

Extensive product range provides something for everyone to incorporate
into daily and active lives.

The “Pod” - ergonomic, natural forms. & UFO’S



the little speaker with a big heart



Massive sound through nano speaker technology and a passive bass system. Designed to be truly shock and water 

resistant, with a multi-layered design that makes it rock hard. 

Features an integrated braided cable, inspired by climbing ropes, that's strong enough to hang with you on your next 

adventure.



the music survival kit



the music survival kit





Take Alexa anywhere pocket speaker



AWAYHOME

now you can use alexa anywhere!



Ultimate travel companion

Aquablaster - Boompods Alexa enabled portable speaker

Alexa enabled so you have all the information you need at a touch of a button. Launch the

Boompods app and access Alexa wherever you are. Compact, tough, and waterproof.

Mount on your bike, use in the shower or hang off your bag, the perfect travel companion.







Not a typical Bluetooth speaker, this is a Hi-Fi speaker. The Blockblaster has 4 professional quality

drivers, 2 cover the high tones and 2 the middle notes, we also added 2 Boompods designed

passive bass membranes which together produce an incredibly well balanced high fidelity

sound with huge bass that will seem unbelievable from such a compact design.

This blockblaster is so capable we have designed it to be enjoyed everywhere. Stream you

favourite tunes at home, boost your TV by using as a sound bar, wirelessly pair a second so you

can create a full room sound. Fully waterproof you can use in the garden, by the pool or on the

beach. Disappear off the grid with an integrated backup powerbank to keep you charged

and 12hrs music play time.



waterproof

ruggedness

volume

equipment

portability 

value

quick guide

Key feature Hi) Hi)



You have full control.



Boombuds XR, our ultimate in sound & freedom. 3 integrated equalizer setting allow you

to choose how you want to hear your music. The ergonomic design allows you to wear

all day in any situation and the IPX7 waterproof rating allows you to take to the extreme.

You have control.





Boompods work & play true wireless earbuds with integrated volume control.

Instant pair and connect with Bluetooth 5 giving a solid connection without

breakout and a lengthy 5 hour play time on one charge. Water resistant to

IPX6 standard.

Packaged in its own magnetic holding travel case that will extend the playtime

up to 20 hours.

Volume to 11



RUN FREE



Boombuds are Ergonomically designed to offer the most secure fit, supplied with

a choice of flexible ear-tip to create the most comfortable and secure solution.

Designed to move





Boombuds GO are our pick up & go true wireless earbuds. Instant
pair & connect without a touch of a button, thanks to the latest
bluetooth 5 which also allows a solid connection with no breakout &
an amazing 5 hour long play time on one charge.

Packaged in its own minimal magnetic holding Travel Case that will
extend the playtime up to 20hrs!

Lets GO.





Simple by design. In-ear secure fit creates a passive noise cancelling which

brings clarity and stunning premium audio with rich bass. Effortless touch

sensitive control, long battery life, stable connection, fast charging and

close mic for clear phone calls.

Lets get to business.





Digital Apple Lightning Connector designed to give you a fine tuned powerful
acoustic experience with deep rich bass and an ergonomic comfortable fit.
Incredibly strong stylish braided cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief junction
making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.

Lightning 
TM

Improve your groove.



Digital USB-C Connector designed to
give you a fine tuned powerful
acoustic experience with deep rich
bass and an ergonomic comfortable
fit. Incredibly strong stylish braided
cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief
junction making a cable strong
enough to go on any adventure.

Improve your groove.





Ergonomic in-ear design creates passive noise cancelling which brings 

clarity and stunning bass to your music. Inline remote features; mic, play, 

pause and switch track functions, compatible with all smartphones. 

Magnetic necklace design allows you to have them around your neck 

when not in use and have ready to go. 

always hanging around





Ergonomic in-ear design creates passive noise cancelling which

brings clarity and stunning bass to your music. Inline remote

features; 3 EQ settings, mic, play, pause and switch track

functions, compatible with all smartphones. Magnetic necklace

design allows you to have them around your neck when not in

use and have ready to go.

Every one’s a DJ



Simplicity is at the heart of  bassline series, an in-ear design creates passive 

noise cancelling which brings clarity and stunning bass to your music. Inline 

remote features; mic, play, pause and switch track functions, compatible 

with all smartphones. 

Simple by design.





Sound that performs. In-ear sweat resistant earbuds designed for the active
user. Ergonomic earpiece for maximum comfort and mouldable ear hook to
keep locked place.

I got this



wireless earphones with attitude



urban sport

The perfect go anywhere travel or gym buddy. Strong braided cable

cleverly integrated as an adjustable ear hook. Ensures the perfect

secure fit without the hassle of changing ear tips. Magnetic clip for

easy wearing and storage, tactile 3D controls for no look function.

IPX4 sweatproof. And of course, stunning sound with added BOOM!

Street style



The go anywhere travel or gym buddy. Strong braided cable cleverly

integrated as an adjustable ear hook. Ensures the perfect secure fit

without the hassle of changing ear tips. IPX4 sweatproof, And of

course, stunning sound with added BOOM!

Fit for all.



Illuminating integrated head band with 3 light modes keeps you visible at night, Sweat

resistant and secure fit during all levels of activity. Integrated mic, volume and track control

enables you to adjust your volume, skip songs and take calls at the touch of a button.

I like to be seen





Just press the Hi) button to ask Alexa to play music, read the news, check weather forecasts, translate, set

alarms, read a story and so much more. Alexa is always adding new features and skills and getting smarter.

Alexa is not confined to your home Wi-Fi network but works though your phone via the Hi) App. Water-resistant

durable design with anti-tangle cable allows you to take them anywhere everywhere.



feel the bass







Press the HUSH noise cancellation button and this will reduce the sounds around 

you and amplify your favourite tunes. Maximum comfort by design, fully-

adjustable 

head strap, folding design allowing for all head shapes, finished off with premium 

ear pads for long haul comfort. The 40mm drivers have been developed for rich 

bass and a well-balanced sound to suit a wide range of music styles.

Clear your headspace



Powerboom your tech. This 10,000mAh rugged waterproof

Powerbank has a thin strong compact design that can hang

on your backpack or stash in your pocket. Also Includes a

high powered integrated torch. The Powerboom X is more

than ready for your next adventure.



Powerboom your tech. This 7,800mAh water resistant

Powerbank has a compact and tough design that can

hang on your backpack or stashed in your pocket. Also

Includes a high powered integrated torch, the Powerboom

X is ready for your next big adventure.



Designed to keep you moving
Powerboom your tech. These Powerbanks will recharge you devices on the

go. compact designs that can be stashed in your bag allowing you to power

wherever whenever!

2500mAh 5000mAh 7500mAh



Look no cables

Wirelessly Powerboom your tech with this ultra-powerful
10,000mAh QI certified Powerbank. Its slim line design that’s no
bigger than your phone holds massive power and uses the very
latest wireless technology. 2 x USB ports enables you to charge up
to 3 devices at one time! POWERBOOM wireless powerbank
10000mAh





Free the power
The Eclipse charging pad wirelessly powers your Qi-enabled smartphone in
the fastest possible time using Qi-certified 15 Watt transmitting coils to deliver
fast and safe power. Integrated rubber grips keep your phone on charge.





Eclipse mini will wirelessly charge any Qi-enabled smartphone, it will deliver up to 10 watts of fast stable power. Integrated rubber grips keep your phone on charge.

Keeping it tidy



Convert use your wired headphones to work with Apple Lightning socket

Incredibly strong stylish braided 3.5mm audio to Apple Lightning adapter. BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a
cable strong enough to go on any adventure. Quickly connect your favourite headphones and enjoy your music
digitally through Apple Lightning connection.

Improve your groove 



Convert use your wired headphones to work with USB-C mobile sockets

Incredibly strong stylish braided 3.5mm audio to USB-C adapter. BOOMFLEX
strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.
Quickly connect your favourite headphones and enjoy your music digitally
through USB-C connection.

Improve your groove 



Incredibly strong stylish Armour braided USB to Apple Lightning cable, with

Boompods BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to

go on any adventure and quickly sync and charge to your mobile devices.

BOOMFLEX technology holds the cable strong but allows internal movement

stopping possible internal fractures over time. Armour tensile weave

technology is at the heart of each internal wire adding further strength, and if

that wasn’t enough we added a larger piece right at the core creating a

virtually indestructible backbone to hold it all together.



Incredibly strong stylish Armour braided USB to USB-C cable, with Boompods

BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any

adventure and quickly sync and charge to your mobile devices.

BOOMFLEX technology holds the cable strong but allows internal movement stopping

possible internal fractures over time. Armour tensile weave technology is at the heart

of each internal wire adding further strength, and if that wasn’t enough we added a

larger piece right at the core creating a virtually indestructible backbone to hold it all

together.

USB-A to USB-C Cable



No need for multiple cables, this Incredibly strong stylish Armour  

braided 1.5 metre cable has 3 integrated connections; USB-C, 

Lightning and micro-USB connection.

I'm all you need



With its compact and durable pod design, you can take this audio splitter anywhere. Its 4 x
3.5mm sockets connect your headphones or speakers together so you can easily share your
music on your smartphone, tablet, computer or MP3 player.
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